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EV470 - EV4 Insulated Hybrid Jacket
Collection:  EV4™
Range:  All Weather Protection
Shell Fabric:  Titanmill Ultra Ripstop Stretch: 90% Nylon,
10% Elastane Ripstop
Outer Carton:  12

Product information
EV4  Insulated  Hybrid  Jacket  incorporates  an  ergonomic  body-mapped
design to balance insulation and comfort. Insulation helps keep the core
body  area  warm,  while  the  innovative  ActiReach™  underarm  panel
increases  arm  and  torso  mobility  to  provide  unrestricted  stretch  and
movement. Two zipped side entry & two zipped chest pockets offer plenty
of secure storage space.
EV4™
When it comes to facing tough working conditions, your workwear is your
first line of defence. That's why we have developed EV4, a groundbreaking
workwear collection designed to provide unparalleled protection from the
harshest environments.

All Weather Protection
Portwest All Weather Protection is engineered with exceptional fabrics and
designs, allowing an easy transition between work and leisure. Tested to
withstand the rigours of everyday wear, each garment has been designed
and manufactured using the best quality materials and high technology
construction techniques to ensure total satisfaction with wear after wear.

Features
Body-mapped design helps balance insulation and increase freedom of●

movement

Extremely water resistant eco-conscious fabric finish, water beads●

away from fabric surface

Pre-bent sleeves allow for increased freedom of movement●

ActiReach™ Active armhole for ergonomic overreach●

Reflective print for increased visibility and safety●

Innovative stretch panelling in key movement areas provides excellent●

comfort and flexibility

Elasticated cuffs for a secure fit●

Elasticated hem for a secure and comfortable fit●

Hood for added protection against the elements●

InsulatexPro lining offers superior warmth without adding unnecessary●

weight

4 pockets for ample storage●
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EV470 - EV4 Insulated Hybrid Jacket
Commodity Code: 6201401090

Test House

Wash Care
          

Carton Dimensions/Weight

Item Colour Len Wid Hgt Weight(Kg) Cubic(m3) EAN13 GTIN/DUN14
EV470BKRS Black 60.0 40.0 40.0 0.6530 0.0960 5036108416011 15036108901804
EV470BKRM Black 60.0 40.0 40.0 0.5620 0.0960 5036108416004 15036108901798
EV470BKRL Black 60.0 40.0 40.0 0.5830 0.0960 5036108415991 15036108901781
EV470BKRXL Black 60.0 40.0 40.0 0.6800 0.0960 5036108416028 15036108901811
EV470BKRXXL Black 60.0 40.0 40.0 0.7220 0.0960 5036108416035 15036108901828
EV470BKRXXXL Black 60.0 40.0 40.0 0.9990 0.0960 5036108416042 15036108901835


